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*Faculty Council member
The Chair welcomed all to the meeting.

**APPROVAL OF MINUTES**

**Motion:** That the minutes of the May 19, 2016 General Assembly be approved. Clarke and Courtenay.  **Carried.**

**BUSINESS ARISING**

None.

**CONSTITUENCY REPORTS (2016-17)**

*Dean* - presented by Jean Andrey
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*Associate Dean Graduate Studies* – presented by Simron Singh
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*Associate Dean, Research* – presented by Richard Kelly on behalf of Claude Duguay
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*Associate Dean, Strategic Initiatives* – presented by Paul Parker
Oral presentation only.

*Associate Dean, Undergraduate Studies* – presented by Brendon Larson
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*Department of Geography and Environmental Management* - presented by Richard Kelly
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*Department of Knowledge Integration* - presented by Robert Gorbet
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*School of Environment, Enterprise and Development* - presented by Neil Craik
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*School of Environment, Resources and Sustainability* - presented by Stephen Murphy
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*School of Planning* - presented by Clarence Woudsma
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

*Mapping, Analysis and Design* – presented by Mary Burden and Don Duff-McCracken
As previously distributed. Highlights were mentioned.

The Assembly Chair thanked all for their respective reports and put forth the

**MOTION:**

That the Annual Reports from the constituencies in the Faculty be accepted by General Assembly.

Lynes and Gorbert.  **Carried.**
OTHER BUSINESS

Council /Assembly Chair for 2017-18

Amelia Clarke, School of Environment, Enterprise and Development will serve as Chair of Faculty Council for 2017-18.

Thank you to Chris Fletcher, Department of Geography and Environmental Management, for serving as Chair for the last year.

Motion:
To adjourn the meeting.
Moos and Gorbet. Carried.
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